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GAUSS SUMS AND FOURIER ANALYSIS
ON MULTIPLICATIVESUBGROUPSOF Zq
BY

HAROLD G. DIAMOND, FRANK GERTH III AND JEFFREY D. VAALER1
Abstract. Let G(q) denote the multiplicative group of invertible elements in Zq,
the ring of integers modulo q. Let H Ç G'q) be a multiplicative subgroup with
cosets aH and bH. If/: 2, -» C is supported in aH we show that/can be recovered
from the values of / restricted to bH if and only if Gauss sums for H are
nonvanishing. Here/is the (finite) Fourier transform of/ with respect to the additive
group Z . The main result is a simple criterion for deciding when these Gauss sums
are nonvanishing. If H = G(q) then/can be recovered from/restricted to G(q) by
a particularly elementary formula. This formula provides some inequalities and
extremal functions.

1. Introduction. Let Z denote the ring of residue classes of integers modulo q and
let Giq) G Z be the multiplicative group of residue classes which are relatively
prime to q. Here q > 2 is an integer and | Giq) | = (piq), where <pis Euler's function.
If /: Z -» C we define the (finite) Fourier transform of / to be the function /:

Z -» C determined by

(1.1)

Kn) = q-^îf(m)e(^),
m=\

V

"

where e(x) — e2"'*. As is well known, the function/can
inversion formula

(1.2)

'

be recovered from/by

the

f(m) = q-x^2Íf(n)e{nf\

Alternatively, a function/: Zq -> C can be identified in an obvious way with a point
in the finite-dimensional vector space C. Thus the Fourier transform can be viewed
as a linear transformation from C to C determined by the matrix ®i —
{q~x/2e( —nm/q)}, where 1 < « < q and 1 < m < q. The inversion formula is then
equivalent to the observation that ?F~' = {q~ x/2e(nm/q)}.
In the present paper we investigate some questions concerning the inverse of
certain submatrices of (3i. Let/: Z -» C be a function with support contained in the
multiplicative group G(q), that is, f(m) = 0 if (m, q) > 1. Is it possible to recover/
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from the values of /restricted to G(q)l If we write

c-3)

*»={«-"M^r)

for the (p(q) X (p(q) matrix where 1 < « «£ q, 1 < m < g, («, q) = («?, g) = 1, then
this question is clearly equivalent to asking if %t„) is an invertible matrix. More
generally let H G Giq) be a multiplicative subgroup and let aH and bH be cosets of
H in Giq). If/: Zq -> C is supported in the coset af£ can/be recovered from the
values of / restricted to bH ? Now the corresponding matrix question involves the

| H | X | H | matrix

(1.4)

^={<T'/2e(^P)

where « G H, m E H and s = ab, and asks if the matrix f^1* is invertible. We give a
complete solution to this problem by determining those subgroups H G Giq) for
which l5^J) has an inverse. Our solution allows us to give inversion formulas
analogous to (1.2). When H = Giq) these formulas are particularly elementary and
lead to some interesting inequalities and extremal functions.
In order to determine those matrices §£** which are invertible we solve an
equivalent problem on the nonvanishing of Gauss sums associated with an arbitrary
subgroup H G Giq). Specifically, let y: H -» £ be a homomorphism, where T — {z
EC: | z | = 1} denotes the circle group. As usual we call such a homomorphism y a
character of H. We shall always assume that the domain of y is extended to Z^ by
setting y(«i) = 0 if m <£H. We write TH for the set of all distinct characters y and
note that | TH | = | H \ . It is easy to show that every y ETH has the form

y(m)=fx(«)
[0

dmEH,
iim it H

for some Dirichlet character xIn our notation the Fourier transform of y G TH is the function

(1.5)

y(n)^q-X/2î

y(m)el^).

Aside from the factor q~x/2, the right-hand side of (1.5) is a Gauss sum associated
with characters on the subgroup H. The connection between these sums and the
matrices 5¿f) is provided by the following simple result, which is proved in §3.
Theorem

1. Let H G G(q) be a multiplicative subgroup. Then for each integer s,

(s,q)=l,

(1.6)

±det(fW)=

II f('),
yer„

where the + or — sign depends only on H. Moreover, if (1.6) is not zero for some
integer s, (s, q) — 1, then (1.6) is not zero for every integer s, (s, q) = 1.

For certain special subgroups H the value of y(s) can, of course, be explicitly
determined. For results in this direction we note the recent survey of Berndt and
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Evans [1]. In view of Theorem 1, our problem here is to determine those subgroups
H for which UyfET y(s) 7*=0 whenever (s, q) = 1. Some special cases of this problem
have already been considered. Weber [7, §19] gives a complete solution when q is a
prime power. For arbitrary q, Fuchs [3] has determined the cychc subgroups H such
that (in our notation) %(!)¥= 0, where y0 is the principal character in TH (see also
Kummer [6]). More recently, Evans [2] has given a generalization of Weber's result
for certain cyclic subgroups H and arbitrary q.
To describe our solution to this problem we define v = v(q) to be the divisor of q

determined by

, ,

ft*P

if8"7>

V{q) = \2^qP

if8|«,

where the products extend over distinct primes p which divide q. We then define

U(q) — {m E Zq: m = 1 mod v). It is clear that U(q) G G(q). Since U(q) is closed
under multiplication it is in fact a multiplicative subgroup of G(q). We also note
that the set U(q) has an additive structure. The set {m E Zq: m =0modu}
is
obviously an additive subgroup of Z?and U(q) is one of its cosets.

Theorem 2. Let H G G(q) be a multiplicative subgroup. Then the following four
conditions are equivalent:
(i)nyerHy(s) i= 0 for each s, (s, q) = 1,
(ii) %(!)¥= 0, where y0 is the principal character in TH,
(Hi) H does not contain a coset of a nontrivial additive subgroup ofZ,

(iw)HnU(q)={l).
By combining Theorems 1 and 2 we find that the matrices ^¡f\ (s, q) = 1, are
in verüble if and only if H n U(q) = {1}. The last condition is simple to check.
Cases in which (iii) does not hold are sometimes clear by inspection, e.g. {1,19} C
G(36). Whenever q is square free the subgroup U(q) is trivial, and so l3r¿í) is
invertible for all subgroups H G G(q) and all s with (s,q) = 1. A proof of Theorem
2 is given in §4.
We now consider the problem of determining the inverse of <3r^f)whenever it
exists. Let H G G(q) be a subgroup satisfying H n U(q) — {!) and let s be an
integer, (s, q) = 1. For each coset sH we define WsH: Zq -* C by

(1.7)

WsH(m) = qx/2\H\-x

2 H'T^i»*)
yer„

where ss = 1 mod q. If sH = tH then s = th mod q for some « G H. Using Lemma 5

in §2 we find that

I
yer„

y(s)-xy(ms)=

2 y(th)-ly(mt~)^h)
yerH

= 2 y(tyly(mt).
Yer„

This identity shows that WsH depends only on the coset sH and not on the coset
representative s. In §5 we show that WsH is the unique function for which the
following three conditions hold:
(1.8) the support of WsHis contained in the coset sH,
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(1.9) WsH(l) = qx'2,

(1.10) if n G H but « z 1 mod q, then WsH(n) = 0.
From these properties of WsHwe can easily deduce the inversion formulas analogous

to (1.2).
Theorem 3. Let H D Uiq) = {1} and let s —ab where (a, q) = (¿>,q) = 1. Suppose that f: Zq -> C is supported in the coset aH and its Fourier transform f is defined

by (1.1). Let WsH:Z -» C be defined by (1.7). Then for all integers m we have
(1.11)

fim) = q-*/2

£

f(n)WsH(mn)

n(EbH

and for all integers I

(1.12)

fil) = q~V2 2 f(n)WsH(lñ),
nebH

where nñ = 1 mod q. Moreover, the inverse of the matrix S^J) is {q~x/2WsH(smn)},

m E H, « G H.
The identity (1.12) shows that if the values of / on bH are given then / can be
extended to all of Z in such a way that / is supported in aH.
Iff: Zq -» C is supported in the coset aH then Theorem 3 can, at least in principle,
be used to bound \f(m) | by an expression depending on \f(n) | only for values of «

in bH. For example, if |/(«) | < A for all « in bH then

(1.13)

\f(m)\^q-x^2A

2

\WsH(mn)\

ntEbH

for all m in aH. If m is fixed then an obvious choice of/shows
sharp. Another bound of the same type is

(1.14)

\f(m)\2<\H\~x

2 \y(s)\-2
yer„

2

that this inequality is

|/(»)|2

nebH

where m E aH and s = ab. This is easily obtained from (1.7), (1.11), the CauchySchwarz inequality and the orthogonality relations for the characters in TH. In the
special case H — G(q) these bounds can be put in a much more satisfactory form. In
fact if H — G(q) it is possible to give an elementary representation of WG(q)as a
finite Fourier series which does not involve multiplicative characters. We carry this
out in §6, and also give some resulting upper bound estimates.

2. Preliminary lemmas. In this section we collect together several results which will
be used to prove the main theorems.
Lemma 4. Let p be an odd prime, (m, p) = 1, f a primitive path root of unity for
some fixed a > 1, and u a primitive mth root of unity. Suppose that

Kll<l2<---<lJ<p«
are integers with J^p—
independent over Q(w).

1. Then the numbers {Ç'j: j=

1,2,...,/}

are linearly
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Proof. Suppose, contrary to the statement of the lemma, that there are numbers
Oj in Q(w) which are not all zero and such that

(2.1)

2«/' = o.
y=i

Obviously we may assume that each aj =£0, for otherwise the corresponding l} can
be discarded. Let lJ+x —pa + lx so that 2^=1(/y+1 — lj) = pa. It follows that for
some integer k we have 1 < k < J and
ilk+i-lk)>PaJ~l>Pa(p-l)~l>Pa~l-

With this choice of k we define the polynomial £( X) in Q(w)[ X] by

(2.2)

£(*)=

2 ajX"'+,J-'^ +
j=\

2

ajX1'-'*«.

j=k+\

In (2.2) the second sum on the right does not occur if k = J. Now if 1 </ < k we
have
0 = lx-lx<pa
<Pa

If k + 1 </</we

+ lx-lk+x^pa

+ lJ-lk+x

+ lk-lk+l<Pa-pa-]=<p(pa)-

find that
0 = lk+x-lk+l<lj-lk+l<pa-lk+x
<Pa-(lk+i-'k)<Pa

-P"-X

= <p(pa).

Thus £( X) is a polynomial of degree strictly less than (p(pa). Also the coefficients of

£( X) are not all zero. If k = J this is obvious. If k < J it follows that 1 < p" + l}■—
lk+, for 1 </ < k, and so the constant term of £(X) is ak+, ¥=0.
Next we observe that if (2.1) holds then

(2.3)

0 = f*+' 2 aft-'™
y-i

= J''*+'J2flyf+/j"/t+l+2 ^"'i+j
U=l

7= *+1

J

= $'^PiS).
To obtain a contradiction to (2.3) we argue as follows. The field Q(w) has degree
<jp(«j)over Q. Since ipa, m) = 1 it follows that Q(w, f ) has degree <p(/7a)m(«i) over
Q and hence Q(co, f ) has degree (pip") over Q(w). Thus a nonzero polyomial in
Q(w)[Ar] which vanishes at f must have degree at least (pipa). Since £(f ) = 0 and £
has degree less than (pip"), the contradiction proves the lemma.
Throughout the remainder of this section we assume that H G Giq) is a multiplicative subgroup.
Lemma 5. If h EH and « is an integer then for each y E rH we have y(««) =
y(«)y(«) where z is the complex conjugate of z.
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Proof. Let h denote the inverse of « in H. Since y is a homomorphism on H we
have

y(nh) = q-x'2 2 y(m)el^)

= q^2

2 y(mh)ei^)

= Äh)q-l/2 2 YWe(^)=YWfW.
me//

"

'

Lemma 6. For each integer q > 2 the subgroup U(q) is cyclic of order q/v.
Proof.

Let q = p"'p22 ■■■p"r where px <p2<

• ■■<pr

are distinct primes. If

m E G(q) and m = «ymod p¡a>for/ = 1,2,... ,r then
(2.4)

m ->(«,, n2,...,nr)

is an isomorphism from G(q) onto G(p"') X ■■■XG(p"r). If « G U(q) then
u = 1 mod v(q) and so m = 1 mod v(pj') for each/. It follows that (2.4) induces an
isomorphism from U(q) onto U(p"') X ■■• X U(p"r). Since the order of U(pp) is
/>";{u(/?"')}_1 and the primes pj are distinct, it suffices to prove that each group
U(pjaj) is cyclic. This is in fact well known and is proved in Hasse [5, p. 59].
Our next result was first obtained by Weber [7, §19]. We give a shorter proof here

by appealing to Lemma 4.
Lemma 7. Let q — pa be a prime power and suppose that H D U( pa) = {1 }■ Then
for each integer s, (s, p") = 1, we have \~lyer y(s) =£ 0.

Proof. First we consider the case p = 2. If a — 1 or a = 2 it is easy to check that
H must be the trivial subgroup. The conclusion of the lemma is then obvious. Thus
we suppose that p = 2 and a > 3. In this case U(2a) is a cyclic subgroup of order
2"-2 and we have the isomorphism (Hasse [5, p. 59]) fj(2°) s {1, - 1} X C/(2a). If H

is trivial the result is obvious, as before. If H is not trivial but H n Í7(2a) is trivial
then either H = {1,-1}
or H = {1,2o-1 — 1}. In both of these cases we can
compute y(s) directly. If H = {1, —1} we have

If//=

{1,2a-1 - ljwehave

This completes the proof if p = 2.
Next we suppose that p is an odd prime and a > 1. In this case we have the
isomorphism (Hasse [5, p. 59]) Gip") = Lip") X Uip") where L(p") is a cyclic
subgroup of orderp — 1. Since | Uipa) \ = pa~x is prime top — 1 and H n Uip")

= {1} it follows that H G Lip").
Now let y G TH. Since H G £(/>") we have hp~x = 1 mod pa for all « G if.
Therefore y(«) G Q(w) where w is a primitive (p — l)th root of unity. Also, if
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1 < «, < « j < • • • < hj < p" are the distinct elements of H then / = | H | <

I L(pa) | = p — I. If we apply Lemma 4 with m = p — 1 and f = e(—s/pa) we find
that

H^)rt
L

, , / -s«

This proves the lemma for odd primes.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let K = {kmn},m E H, « G H be the | H \ X\H\ matrix

]ç

—

1
'0

if « = m mod q,
if « z mmodq,

where m is the inverse of m in //. It follows that det(K) = ± 1 since ATis a
permutation matrix. A simple calculation shows that K^^s) = {q~x/2e(—sñm/q)}.
If y G THand « G H then

4~1/2 2 y(m)e\——
me//

v

**

=•?(*«) = f(í)v(ñ)

=y(s)y(«)

'

by Lemma 5. Thus y is an eigenvector for the matrix K^^s) with eigenvalue y(s).
Since Tff provides | H \ linearly independent eigenvectors we have

(3.1)

± det(S#>) = det(tf§£>) = Ü ?(*)•
yer„

This proves (1.6).
To establish the last part of the theorem we observe that

(3.2)

det(^»)=^^/22sgn(7r)e(-^

2 MM

where the sum on the right side of (3.2) extends over all permutations it of the
elements in H. Ignoring the factor q~^/2, the right-hand side of (3.2) is a
polynomial with integer coefficients evaluated at e(—s/q). Obviously this polynomial vanishes at one primitive qth root of unity if and only if it vanishes at every
primitive q th root of unity.
The matrix K^s) which occurs in the preceding argument is an example of a
circulant matrix with respect to the group H. Identity (3.1) is a special case of a
general formula for the determinant of a circulant matrix as a product over
characters of a group.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. We show that (i) ^> (ii) =>(iii) =>(iv) =>(i). Since the first
implication is obvious, we begin by proving that (ii) =>(iii). Suppose that there exists
a coset of a nontrivial additive subgroup in H,

6= {a,a + d,a + 2d,...,a

+ (#■- l)d] G H,

where rd — q and r > 1. By deleting elements of & if necessary, we can assume that
r = p, a prime. Let K = äQ, where aä = 1 mod q. Thus K G H. It is easy to verify
that £={«iGZ?:w
= l mod q/p) is also a multiplicative subgroup of H.
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Let hx,h2,...,hj

denote distinct representatives of the cosets of K in H. We then

have

<71/2-?o(l)=
2 ei-m/q)= 2 2 4^)
mBH

j=\

keK

\

H

I

.iï.(^+I)).i.(^)ï.mThus (ii) does not hold if (iii) does not hold.
Next, we show that (iii) implies (iv). Suppose that (iv) does not hold, so H D Uiq)
is not the one element subgroup. Let p be a prime number such that H n Uiq)
contains a subgroup of order p. By Lemma 6 the group Uiq) is cyclic and so
contains exactly one subgroup of order p, namely K = {m G Zq: m = 1 mod q/p).
The set K G H n Uiq) G H and K is a coset of an additive subgroup. Thus (üi)

does not hold if (iv) does not hold.
Finally we prove that (iv) implies (i). If this implication is false, then there exists a
counterexample consisting of an integer q, a subgroup H G Giq) such that H D
Uiq) — {!}, and a character y G TH such that y(s) = 0 for some s, (s, q) = 1. We
may assume that q is the smallest positive integer for which such a counterexample
exists. In view of Lemma 7 q cannot be a prime power. Thus we may suppose that
q = p1xp22 ■■■p"r where px <p2 < • ■■< pr are distinct primes, r > 2 and so pr is

odd.
Let qx = p"lp22 • ■•p"r\l and q2 = p°r. Next we let x and y be integers such that

xqt + yq2 = 1. We then have

(4.1)

q^yis)

= 2 yih)e[^-ixqx
heH

reC(Í2)

+ yq2)\

v ^

'

/.EH

V

?1

/

\

«2

/

^h = t mod <72

= 2 i(0r
where f = e(—sx/q2) is a primitive/>"rth root of unity and

(4.2)

a(t)=

2

Y(A)*(^).

A=rmod ç2

In order to apply Lemma 4 to the right-hand side of (4.1) we will show that a(t) ¥= 0
for at most/>r — 1 values of /, the coefficients a(t) are elements of a suitable field

Q(w), and a(l) ¥=0.
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By Euler's theorem hv(v) ee 1 mod v for each h EH.

Since hv<-v)E H and H n

i/(4) = {1} it follows that
(4.3)

h^v) = 1 mod q

whenever h E H. As in our proof of Lemma 7 we have the isomorphism
(4.4)

G(q2) ^ L(q2) X U(q2)

where Liq2) has order/?, — 1 and Uiq2) has orderp"~x. From (4.3) we see that the
order of h mod q divides <p(t;) and so the order of « mod q2 must divide rf(u). But
((p(v), /J"'-1) = 1 since pr is the largest prime divisor of q. Hence we find that
« = /mod q2 implies that / G L(q2). In other words, the canonical homomorphism
of Giq) onto Giq2) maps H onto a subgroup of Liq2). Applying these observations
to the coefficients ait) defined by (4.2) we conclude that ait) = 0 if / £ Liq2). Thus

(4.1) can be written as

(4-5)

1l/2y(s)=

2

a(t)V.

tEL(q2)

From (4.3) it follows that y(h) is a <p(u)th root of unity for all « G H. Therefore
the coefficients ait) defined by (4.2) are elements of the field Q(w) where w is a
primitive (p(v)qxth root of unity. We note that ((p(v)qx, q2) = 1 as is required in the

hypotheses of Lemma 4.
Finally, we need to show that ait) ¥= 0 for some t E Liq2). In fact we will show

that ail) ¥=0. Let K G H be the subgroup defined by K = {« G H: h = 1mod q2).
Then let a: K-> Giqx) be the canonical homomorphism. If K' G Giqx) is determined by aiK) = K' then a: K -> K' is an isomorphism since its kernel is clearly
trivial. We claim that K' D U(qx) = {!}. If not there exists a non tri vial element

k E K such that k = a(/c) = 1 mod viqx) and (by the definition of K) k = 1 mod q2.
Since viq2) \ q2 it follows that k = 1 mod viq). This contradicts our assumption that
H n Uiq) = {1} and so establishes that K' n [/(<?,) = {1}. Next we observe that

(4.6)

a(l)=

2ï(*)i(^)=
kex

V 9i

2 y(o-xik'))e{^\.
/

fc-e^

\

9i

/

Now y o a- ' is clearly a character in TK,. Since qx < q and ¿¡ris the smallest modulus
for which a counterexample to the result can be constructed, it follows that the

right-hand side of (4.6) cannot be zero.
To complete the proof we apply Lemma 4 to conclude that the right-hand side of
(4.5) is not zero. This proves that (iv) implies (i).
5. Proof of Theorem 3. We begin by showing that the function WsH defined by
(1.7) satisfies the three conditions (1.8), (1.9), and (1.10). Of course, it is trivial that
Wsli satisfies (1.8), since the functions y(ws) in (1.7) are supported in the coset sH.
If we apply the Fourier transform to both sides of (1.7) we find that

(5.1)

WsHin) = qx/2\H\-x 2 f(i)_1f(«)
rer„
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for ail n. Now for h E H we have y(«s) = y(s)y(h)
observation in (5.1) we obtain

(5-2)

WsH(h) = qx/2\H\-x

2

by Lemma 5. Using this

y(h)

yer„
for all « G if. By the orthogonality of the characters of H, the right-hand side of
(5.2) is qx/2 if « is the identity element in the group H and zero otherwise. This

establishes (1.9) and (1.10).
Next we prove the inversion formula (1.11). If m £ aH and « G bH then mn £ sH.

Thus both sides of (1.11) are zero. If m G aH then the right-hand side of (1.11) is

(5.3)

q-x 2

2 f{k)e(^-)wsH(mn)

nGbH keaH

V

q

'

= <?- 2 A*)f 2 WsH(mn)e[^f-)\.
Using (1.8) we see that the inner sum on the right-hand side of (5.3) can be extended
to a sum over all « G Z . Thus (5.3) equals

<T,/2 2 f(k)WsH(km)= f(m)
k&aH

by (1.9) and (1.10). To obtain formula (1.12) we take the Fourier transform of both
sides of (1.11). It follows immediately from (1.11) and the definition of the inverse of
a matrix that the inverse of 5¿í) is given by {q~x/2WsH(smn)}, m G H, n G H. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.
It is easy to show that WsH is the unique function which satisfies the three
conditions (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10), for if g: Zq -» C also satisfies these conditions then
we may apply Theorem 3 with a = s and b = 1. We obtain

g(m) = <T1/2 2

g(n)Wst1(mn)

= WsH(m)

since g satisfies (1.11) and g(«) = 0 if « G H but « z 1 mod q.
6. The special case H = G(q). Throughout this section we assume that q is square
free and so U(q) is trivial. We have seen that the matrices ^¿¡1) are aH invertible, but
now there is only one coset so we take s = 1 and write simply %tqy The characters y
used to define WG(q)in (1.7) are now the ordinary Dirichlet characters so we write

(6.1)

WC(q)(m)= qx/Mq)-l2x(l)~lx(m),
x

where the sum is over all Dirichlet characters to the modulus q. We also simplify our

notation by writing WG(q)(m)= W(m).
If d is a positive divisor of q we define d to be the unique integer, 1 =£J *£ q/d,
which satisfies dd= 1 mod(q/d). It is easy to check that {dd: d\q) is precisely the
set of idempotent elements in the ring Zq. In particular the residue classes d¿mod q
are distinct since (dd, q) = d.
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Lemma8. Ifd\ qthen

(6.2)

l(q/p)(q/p)=(q/d)(q/d)

modq,

P\d

where the summation is over primes p which divide d.

Proof. Let p0 be a prime divisor of q. If p0 \ d then

2(q/p)(q/p)

=(q/Po)iq/Po)

modp0

P\d

= 1 mod p0

and

(q/d)(q/d)

= l mod if
= 1 mod p0.

If p0\d then both sides of (6.2) are congruent to zero mod p0. Thus (6.2) holds
mod p0 for each p0 dividing q and therefore holds mod q.
We now give an elementary representation for the function W(m) which does not

involve the Dirichlet characters.
Theorem 9. For square free q the function W defined by (1.7) has the finite Fourier
series representation

(6.3)

W(m) = 2p(d)e[^\,
d\q

v H I

where p denotes the Mobius function, and the product representation

(6-4)

W(m)= u{eijTq7pl)-\).
p\q *•

P

'

Proof. From Lemma 8 we have

U[e(^(q/p))-\)=l^d)e[
p\q ^ V P

'

'

2 7 (q/p) )

d\q

\ p\(q/d) P

= 2p(d)e\^
d\a
d\q

'

2 (q/p)Wp)\

\V ■*
q p\tq/d)
D\(a/d-x

'

= 2pid)e(^
d\q

\

*

Thus the function/(«1) = 2d^qp(d)e(ddm/q) has the product representation (6.4).
Now (6.4) shows that/(w) is supported in Giq) and therefore satisfies the condition

(1.8). From the finite Fourier series for /we see that

fin)

qx/2pid)
0

iin = ddmod q, some d\q,
otherwise.
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Since the only idempotent element in G(q) is 1 it follows that f(m) satisfies the
conditions (1.9) and (1.10). In §5 we proved that W(m) is the unique function
satisfying these three conditions and so f(m) = W(m) for all m.

Corollary

10. If a > 0 then
q

(6.5)

ll/a

p-\

2 \W(m)\°\

lm=l

TTl\a

=2"<«>n 2 (sin-)

J

p\q [l=i \

Pi

where ic(q) is the number of prime divisors of q. In particular we have

2 |W(»»)l=2u(')n«>ty-,

(6-6)

p\i

m=\

(6.7)

P

2 \W(m)\2 = 2^q,
m= 1

max| W(m)\=

(6.8)

2u(q) \[ cos
p\q

2p-

p>2

Proof. Using the product representation (6.4) we obtain

(6.9)

2 \W(m)\"= 2 II 2/sin|
m= 1

mSG(q)

■nm

— (q/p)

p\q

Now let q —pxp2 • • ■pr be written as a product of distinct primes. Since G(q) s

G(px)X G(p2)X ••• XG(pr), we may write the right-hand side of (6.9) as

(6.10)

2««(i)fl j

¡ y (<7//>)

/>l<7'ec(/>)

Of course (q/p) is relatively prime to p, so the identity (6.5) follows immediately.
The identities (6.6) and (6.7) follow from easy calculations, while (6.8) follows from
(6.5) by letting a -» +oo. Alternatively, (6.8) can be obtained directly from (6.4) by
an easy calculation.
Let/: Zq -> C be supported in the subgroup Giq) of invertible elements. Taking
H — Giq) and s = 1 in (1.11) we have

f(m)

■1/2

2

/(«)IF(m«)

n<=G(q)

for all integers m. We may now use Corollary 10 to obtain sharp bounds on \f(m)\
which depend only on the values of |/(«) | for « G G(q). From (6.5) and Holder's
inequality we find that

(6.11) |/(«0|^<T1/2f 2 \W(mn)\AWa\ 2 |/(«)|")
nGG(q)

\/ß

n<EG(q)

I/o

2 (sin-T

/=! >

PI]

f 2 |/(n)|'
KnGG(q)

I//S

MULTIPLICATIVE SUBGROUPS OF Z,
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where m E G(q), a~x + ß~x = 1 and a > 1. If we define fk: Zq -* C for each
A:G G(<?)by

(6.12)

/A(m) = ^1/2

2

Wikn) | W(toi) |a"2IF(w«),

»£C(«)

then an easy computation shows that fk is supported on G(q), fk(n) —
W(kn) | Wikn) |"~2 for « G G(q), and there is equality in (6.11) when m = k. The
limiting cases a = 1 and a = + oo can be dealt with in a similar manner. In these
cases we may use (6.6) and (6.8) to obtain

(6.13)

|/(m)|<?-'/22"<4ncot--}{
lp\q

max |/(«)|)
LP) l (".»)= 1

'

and

(6.14)

|/(m)|<?-'/22^)

II cos^li

[ />!<? ^J

2

l«ec(9)

|/(")

We consider one other class of extremal problems for functions /: Zq -* C which
have support contained in G(q), the invertible elements. The Fourier coefficients of/
can be determined from the values of /on G(q) with the aid of the IF function. This
fact and our additive representation of IF enable us to give sharp upper estimates for

ll/U«=f 2 |/(*)r]1/a,

a>l,

in terms of max{|/(&) | : k G G(q)).
We have from (1.12)

f(n) = q-i/2 2 A*)#(«*")
teC(î)

and from the proof of Theorem 9

win

— ¡ql/2p(d)
[0

if — ddmodq, somerf| q,
otherwise.

It follows that

f(n)=2PÍd)
d\q

2

Kk).

k&G(q)
nk = ddmod q

Now « = kddmod q if and only ii n = k mod q/d and d = (n,q), and so we obtain
the alternative formula

(6.15)

f(n)=p((n,q))

2

/(*)•

_ kŒG(q)
k = nmod q/in,q)

If |/(A:) |< 1 for all k E G(q), then

|/(«)|<

2

keG(q)
A= nmod q/'n,q)

I-
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The last sum extends over integers k relatively prime to («, q) and congruent to «
mod q/(n, q). By the Chinese remainder theorem, there are <p((«, q)) such numbers
in [1, q], so we obtain |/(«) |< <p((n,q)), 1 «£ « < q.
Now

2 |A»)r< 2 ?((«,<?))"=
2 «pW 2 1

n=\

n=\

d\q

l^n^q

{n,q)=d

= l<p(d)\(q/d)= H {(/»-O"+/»-!},
d\q

p\q

and so

(6.16)

ll/Ha<II{(/>p\q

(6.17)

!)"+/>- I}'7",

a>l,

II/IL <?(«).

provided that |/(A:)|< 1 for all k E G(q). In particular we have ||/||2 = Il/Il2 =
{q(p(q)}x/2. The example/ = JqiXo, where Xo *s trie principal character on G(q),
shows these bounds to be sharp. We have /(«) = ju((n, q))piq)(pün, q)) by a
familiar formula for Ramanujan sums [4, §16.6].

7. Concluding remarks. We close by mentioning some questions that we have not
settled and some interesting relations that we have observed but not put to good use.
We have found an explicit representation of the IF function, independent of
characters, for groups Giq) with square free q, which enabled us to make certain
estimates. What is an analogous representation of IF for a more general group H
(for which H n Uiq) = {1})? There is a recipe for composing IF functions in the
case that q = p"' ■■■p?r and H has a direct product representation HXX ■■■ XHr,
where each H¡ is a multiphcative subgroup of Z,«,. In this case H D Uiq) — {1} if
and only if H¡ D f7( />,"■)= {1} for 1 < /' < r, and for cH any coset, WcHis given by

the formula

(7-1)

Wclt(n)=

II WbjcHjinbj),

where bjq/pja> = 1 mod pp.
Suppose that H is a multiphcative group for which IF^ exists. Upper estimates for
WclI can be deduced from lower bounds for (| y(c) | : y G TH). What are reasonable
estimates for these numbers? Some of them will be rather small, as the following
argument shows. Suppose that £f is a subgroup that has r distinct cosets in G(q),
with {ax,...,ar} a system of distinct coset representatives. Let y be a character of H.
We have

\h\= 2 Iy(«)I2= 2
«6ÍÍ

^2

If(»0l2

Km«?

2 lY(™,)|2=2lrK)l2 2 IVWI2

(=1 nSH

= \H\í\y(a¡)\2.
1=1

1=1

ne//

MULTIPLICATIVESUBGROUPSOF Z,
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It follows that 21</<r I y(a,) |2 < 1, and hence, for each y there is some integer c with
\y(c)\<r~x/2.
The argument of the WGfunction is of interest, for example, in the construction of
extremal functions in §6. We record the identity (for IF(n) ^ 0)

where u>iq) denotes the number of prime divisors of q and eiq) = 0 or 1 is a solution
of the congruence

2Í-J)
("Î)=<?*(<?)
+ ! mod2?.
„!„ \ P I v P I

p\q

Another identity involving the argument is

W(n)e(-n/(2q))=p(q)e(n/(2q))W(n).
The set of numbers {ítómod q: d\q) appeared in the exphcit form of WG(q).What
can one say about these numbers? Are they, for example, in some sense well
distributed in [1, q] as u(q) -* oo? The number q = 30 satisfies q/p = 1 mod p for
each p | q. Are there numbers q with arbitrarily large values of u(q) having this
property? For such numbers the set {ddmod q: d\q) will be badly distributed in
[!,«]•
Suppose that H n U(q) ¥={!}, so that some Gauss sums vanish. Is there a tidy
theory in this case? We can make a few observations here. Let

91 = {f:Zq^ C: suppf G H,f =0onH}.
The set 91 is an ideal under the operations of pointwise addition and a multiplication defined by/* g(n) = 2keHf(nk)g(k).
Moreover, 91 is spanned by the set of
characters y,,... ,yr that he in 91 D TH. The function

\H\ y«9l YO)
satisfies /(«) = q~x/22kBHlV'H(nk)f(k)

for all functions / for which /(«) =

2yS9l«(y)y(")We have shown that the operator ®fHis invertible if the principal character
satisfies y0(l) ^ 0. Is there a more direct proof of this implication than the one we
have given? One identity that we have noted connecting y0 and WH (when the latter

exists!)isIF//(0)y0(l)=
1.
We conclude by mentioning a class of identities valid for a function supported in
G(q), the invertible elements of Z , where q is square free. For any d \ q we have

/»(<*)2 fik) = Piq)q~l/2 2 fin).
(k,q)=d

nGG(q)

For if = 1 we obtain a Poisson-like relation 2keG,q)f(k) = p(q)f(0).
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